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Density functional theory calculations has been used to examine the adsorption of D- and L-alanine (Ala) on the chiral
calciteð21�31Þ surface. We find negligible differences (,1 kcal/mol) in adsorption energies for the most stable minima of D-
and L-Ala on the calciteð21�31Þ surface. The strongest interaction in the adsorbed system is between the surface Ca and the O
atom of the carboxyl group on Ala. The source of the weak enantiospecificity is the relative difference in dimensions of the
Ala and the atoms on the calciteð21�31Þ surface. The surface O and Ca atoms on the calciteð21�31Þ surface are separated by 6 Å,
while the Ala molecule is roughly 3–4 Å in size. This disparity in dimensions prevents the Ala molecule from making three
strong points of contact with the surface, a prerequisite for strong enantiospecificity.
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1. Introduction

The source of life’s homochirality remains one of the most

profound questions in origin-of-life research. Chiral

mineral surfaces have been postulated as a plausible

source of symmetry breaking at the very early stages of

life on earth [1–3]. Recently, Hazen and co-workers have

demonstrated experimentally that chiral faces of the

mineral calcite (CaCO3) can discriminate between

enantiomers of amino acids [2]. In particular, they found

L-aspartic acid (Asp) adsorbs preferentially versus D-Asp

on the ð3�1�21Þ face (in the hexagonal morphological setting

[4]), while the inverse was found on the mirror ð21�31Þ

face. This result has implications for the origins of life’s

homochirality, if one conjectures that particular chiral

faces of minerals, such as calcite, might have imposed a

local chiral preference in the early stages of peptide

formation [1,2]. Despite the experimental work of Hazen

et al., an understanding of the atomic level interactions at

the amino acid–chiral mineral interface is still needed. In

this paper we examine the enantiospecific adsorption of

Ala, the simplest chiral amino acid, on CaCO3ð21�31Þ

using density functional theory (DFT). While DFT cannot

directly simulate the complex experimental system, it allows

us to link quantitative measures of enantiospecificity

with specific mineral–amino acid interactions that are

the source of the enantiospecificity.

In the last several years, there has been considerable

interest in the enantiospecific behavior of naturally chiral

surfaces for its potential use, in enantioselective synthesis

of chiral pharmaceuticals (see Ref. [5] and references

therein). Much of this work has concentrated on naturally

chiral metal surfaces, which can be obtained by exposing

high Miller surfaces [6,7]. Adsorption of chiral organic

molecules on various chiral metal surfaces [6,8–12] has

been examined both experimentally and theoretically.

Temperature programmed desorption studies of various

chiral molecules on the chiral Cu(643) surface have

detected enantiospecific binding energies varying from

0.25 to 0.06 kcal/mol [7,12–14]. Similar enantiospecific

binding energies have been found in theoretical studies of

physisorption of cyclic chiral hydrocarbons on chiral Pt

surfaces [6,8–10,15]. Sljivancanin et al. have examined

the chemisorption of a chiral molecule, (S)- and (R)-

HSCH2CHNH2CH2P(CH3)2, on the chiral Au(17 11 9)

surface using DFT [16]. Such chemisorbed systems should

have a stronger interaction than physisorbed systems and

one may expect a correspondingly larger enantiospecific

effect. In fact, Sljivancanin et al. found that the S-

enantiomer adsorbed 2.1 kcal/mol more strongly than the
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R-enantiomer. Furthermore, they found that to obtain an

enantiospecific effect required three strong points of

interaction with the chiral surface, and in their molecule

these interactions are due to the thiol, amino, and

phosphino groups. Molecules with one of these inter-

actions removed did not show significant enantiospecifi-

city. Recently, Bhatia and Sholl examined enantiospecific

adsorption of amino-(fluoro)methoxy (FAM) and propyl-

ene oxide (PO) on the Cu(874) surface using DFT [17].

They found that FAM shows an enantiospecific binding of

3.0 kcal/mol), while PO shows a small 0.46 kcal/mol

difference. PO interacts with the Cu link through two

hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom, which allows for

very similar interactions to occur between the enantiomers

of PO. For FAM one of the hydrogen–Cu surface

interactions is replaced by a F–Cu surface interaction,

which allow for a much more restrictive geometry for the

adsorbate. These findings are again consistent with the

view that strong enantiospecific adsorption will be found

when three strong interactions occur with the surface.

Amino acids adsorbed on achiral metal surfaces have also

been studied by various groups (see Ref. [18] and

references therein) and DFT has been used to clarify some

confusion on the exact configuration taken by the amino

acids on the metal surfaces [19,20].

While the work on chiral metal surfaces has firmly

established the ability of naturally chiral surfaces in

differentiating enantiomers of a wide range of chiral

molecules, there has been considerably less work done on

chiral mineral surfaces. As noted earlier, chiral mineral

surfaces may have provided the local environment for

symmetry breaking that led to homochiral life on earth.

Furthermore, a vast array of chiral mineral and metal

oxide surfaces are available for industrial applications

[4–6,21] surfaces that are substantially cheaper and more

diverse chemically than metal surfaces. Most early work

focused on adsorption of chiral molecules on quartz

(SiO2), the only common chiral mineral, but these studies

were on polycrystalline samples rather than on a particular

chiral face [22,23]. Insight on the interaction of chiral

molecules and minerals is also provided by extensive work

on the effect of calcite dissolution in the presence of a

chiral amino acid solution. Teng et al. observed the

appearance of chiral growth features and etch pits on the

achiral calciteð10�11Þ in the presence of L-Asp solution and

a mirror image in the presence of D-Asp [24–26].

Semiempirical calculations of the adsorption of D- and L-

Asp on the acute and obtuse steps found on calciteð10�11Þ

demonstrated that the enantiospecific binding at the steps

of calciteð10�11Þ surface is the source of the enantiospecific

morphological features observed [26]. These modeling

results match the observations of the chiral morphology of

growth hillocks obtained from in situ atomic force

microscopy of calcite growth in the presence of

enantiomeric Asp solution.

Hazen and co-workers examined the adsorption of Asp

on the six faces of the {12�31} chiral trigonal scalenohedral

calcite surface [2]. Each of the six faces can be identified

as an R or L surface and related to each other by a mirror.

Crystals having all six faces were immersed in a racemic

solution of Asp, the adsorbed material was then removed

with an acid wash and the D/L ratios were determined

using gas chromatography. They found D/L . 1 on the R

surfaces and D/L , 1 on the L surfaces. This result

indicates that D-Asp binds more strongly on the R faces of

this surface. One of the R faces is CaCO3 ð21�31Þ, which is

the chiral surface that is the focus of our study. Recently,

Downs and Hazen have proposed a chiral index to measure

the enantioselective potential of chiral surfaces based on

atomic displacements from ideal mirror or glide plane

symmetry [27]. Applying the chiral index to various chiral

metal and mineral surfaces, Downs and Hazen found that

the CaCO3ð21�31Þ has one of the largest enantioselective

potentials due to inhomogeneity of atoms on the surface,

where both Ca and O atoms are present (figure 1).

Interestingly, the major quartz faces do not show very

large chiral indices. This result is surprising since the bulk

structure of quartz is chiral, but when the surfaces are

examined the arrangement of the exposed O atoms are

close to a mirror symmetry [27]. Recently, Kahr and co-

workers examined the adsorption of carminic acid on

quartzð10�10Þ surface using interatomic potentials and

found that the quartz surface does not provide an

enantiospecific surface [28].

In this paper we report the first theoretical study of

amino acid adsorption on the chiral calciteð21�31Þ surface.

In particular, we determine the relevant local minima of

both enantiomers of Ala on the CaCO3 ð21�31Þ surface to

determine the degree of enantiospecificity. The aqueous

system of the experiments is difficult to simulate directly

using first-principles due to the computational cost and

lack of knowledge of the details of the adsorbate/calcite

interface. As a first step we only examine the amino acid–

mineral surface and neglect the role of the solvent. To

make contact between our DFT studies and the

experiments requires several assumptions. We assume

that there is a direct and strong interaction between the

amino acid and the mineral surface. This assumption is

based on the strong adsorption observed for amino acids

on calciteð21�31Þ observed by Hazen and co-workers.

Simple washing with water did not remove the bound

amino acids, and an acid etch was needed to remove the

amino acid from the surface. Even with a direct amino

acid–mineral interface the solvent can be expected to

change the strength of binding due to stabilization of the

surface and/or the adsorbate and furthermore both

the adsorbate and surface will be sensitive to the pH of

the solvent. Nevertheless, if we assume that the solvent

effect is equal for both enantiomers we would expect that

the differences between the adsorption energies of the two

enantiomers will still be dictated by differences in the

interactions at the molecule–mineral interface. Since we

are interested in the enantiospecific binding of the amino

acid on the surface, the reference state of the molecule in

the aqueous solution and transport of the molecule to the

surface is not needed. Based on the above arguments we
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expect that the enantiospecific binding energies reported

in this paper (see equation (2) below) will qualitatively

follow the trends expected in the solvent system and

would serve as an upper bound on the enantiospecific

binding.

There are other modeling approaches available to

examine this system. Earlier modeling studies of Asp

adsorption on the steps and flat surface of calciteð10�11Þ

used semi-empirical methods [26]. They examined

different minima for both enantiomers on various sites

on the step edge and surface. Water was modeled as a

continuum dielectric, which screens the interactions

between adsorbate and surface, and hydrophobic inter-

actions are approximated in the semi-empirical potential.

While semi-empirical methods can incorporate water at

some level, the drawbacks are that the system interactions

are normally fitted to solvation data and might not

necessarily capture the amino acid–mineral interactions

accurately. Furthermore the semi-empirical study did not

incorporate mineral surface relaxation in response to the

interaction with the amino acid. This relaxation could be

especially important if the molecule modifies the surface

structure, as would be expected for strongly interacting

systems. Another approach would be to use molecular

dynamics based on classical potentials. Accurate poten-

tials would have to be developed that describe all the

different interactions in the system, including water–

adsorbate and water–mineral surface interactions. This

approach has been used to examine water on the

calciteð10�11Þ surface successfully [29]. The DFT results

presented in this paper can be a first step in generating

amino acid–calcite data needed to fit classical potentials

for this system.

2. Simulation methods & details

All DFT calculations in this paper were performed using

VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation package) [30–33] with

the ion cores represented by ultrasoft pseudopotentials

found in the database provided by VASP [34–37].

Calculations were done with the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA), using the Perdew–Wang 91

functional [38,39]. DFT–GGA calculations have been

shown to give accurate results for amino acid adsorption

on various metal surfaces [16,19,20,40]. A plane wave

expansion with a cutoff of 400 eV was used. The positions

of the atoms were relaxed using the Newton–Rhapson or

CG method until the forces on all unconstrained atoms

were less than 0.05 eV/Å. The calciteð21�31Þ surface is

allowed to relax along with the Ala adsorbate. We found

that fixing the mineral surface atoms results in an order of

magnitude weaker binding of the adsorbate. Due to the

size of the system, we performed all calculations using just

the G point. All calculations were done with the

experimental lattice parameter of calcite (a ¼ 4.990 Å).

The first task, to define the relaxed calciteð21�31Þ

surface, is non-trivial. The atomic geometry of the

truncated calciteð21�31Þ surface is not uniquely defined,

since parallel planes will have different atoms exposed on

the surface. Furthermore, simply using the ð21�31Þ plane as

a cleaving plane will result in surfaces that expose oxygen

atoms that do not belong to a CO3 group. Therefore, we

have defined our surface by truncating the ð21�31Þ plane at

the CaZC atom layer and then removing the Ca and C

atoms on the top layer along with the O atoms bonded to

the surface C atom. Any O atom that remains on the

surface that is not part of a CO3 group is also removed.

Figure 1. A side and top view of the calciteð21�31Þ surface. The black dashed lines indicate the unit cell used in our calculations and the colored dashed
lines and arrows are to assist the reader in seeing the surface atoms in the top view. The numbered dark ellipses represent the initial sites for the alanine
molecule. Note the ellipses roughly represent the location of the chiral carbon atom over the calcite surface, but not the size of the Ala molecule. The unit
cell dimensions are 12.85 £ 12.75 Å (colour in online version).
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The net result of this procedure is that all O atoms on the

surface are part of complete CO3 group. Side and top

views of the calciteð21�31Þ surface used in all of our

calculations is shown in figure 1. We have found that this

is the only surface that is stable in our DFT calculations. In

our calculations of the amino acid on the surface we only

use the calciteð21�31Þ surface shown in figure 1 and

examine adsorption of the two enantiomers of the amino

acid. This set of calculations will give exactly the same

result as the adsorption of one enantiomer on the

calciteð21�31Þ and its mirror ð3�1�21Þ surface.

As noted in the introduction, we do not model directly

the effects of water on the calcite surface. There has been

considerable theoretical [29,41] and experimental [42,43]

work on determining the exact nature of the water–calcite

interface, but this work has concentrated on the dominant

achiral calciteð10�11Þ surface. Recent surface X-ray

scattering study by Goldschmidt et al. derived detailed

information on the water–calciteð10�11Þ interface and they

find an ideal termination (i.e. no reconstruction) with a

ordered monolayer of water composed of two distinct

water molecules per unit cell [42,43]. To our knowledge

there have not been similar studies of the calciteð21�31Þ

surface, but in the absence of such knowledge we assume

no reconstruction. We have assumed that the adsorbate

interacts with the calciteð21�31Þ surface directly (see

Section 1), therefore we model the surface as terminated

by O and Ca atoms and not hydroxyl or water molecules.

Our supercell consists of a (2 £ 1) calciteð21�31Þ with a

slab thickness of 3 CaCO3 units and with the bottom

CaCO3 unit fixed in its bulk position. This procedure

results in a slab with dimensions 12.8 £ 12.8 Å and a

thickness of 3 Å. The lateral dimensions are large enough

to minimize molecule–molecule interactions. A minimum

vacuum spacing of 15 Å was used in all of our calculations

to minimize spurious interactions in the direction normal

to the surface. We relaxed the bare calciteð21�31Þ surface

and found a relatively small degree of relaxation on the

surface. The exposed surface Ca atoms relax into

the surface to more strongly bind to the O atoms. One of

the CO3 groups also relaxes inward but overall the CO3

groups maintain their bulk alignment. Due to compu-

tational expense of these DFT calculations, we have had to

use a relatively thin slab. We have confirmed that this

thickness does not qualitatively affect the results discussed

in this paper by performing calculations of the bare

surface and D-Ala adsorption of one specific configuration

on slabs with 4 CaCO3 units. The bare surface relaxation is

not substantially different in thicker slabs. For instance,

the two CasurfZO distances are 2.175 (2.179) and 2.324

(2.336)Å for the thinner (thicker) slab. The adsorption

energy for D-Ala on the test configuration was within the

estimated error of our DFT calculations.

We have examined the adsorption of Ala with the

carboxyl group protonated. The actual configuration at a

solvent–surface interface will depend on the pH and we

will study the affects of protonation and deprotonation of

the amino and carboxyl group in the future. The relaxed

structure of L-Ala obtained from our DFT calculations is

very similar to that determined for glycine by Rankin and

Sholl [20].

To determine the enantiospecificity of Ala on the

calciteð21�31Þ surface we need to find the relevant local

minima for both enantiomers on the surface. Since we do

not have any information from experiment to assist us in

defining plausible binding geometries and sites we have

had to perform a more systematic search. We have defined

two orientations for the Ala molecule with respect to the

surface. The first orientation type (referred to as Oup) has

the H group from the chiral center carbon and the carboxyl

group pointed towards the calcite surface and the amino

and methyl groups pointed away from the surface. The

second orientation type (Odown) has the methyl and amino

group pointed towards the surface along with the carboxyl

group. The two orientation classes are related by a rotation

in the YZ plane (or a flip operation). The two orientations

will bring different functional groups to interact with the

surface.

We choose an initial site, marked 1 on figure 1, and

place the carbon atom that is the chiral center in Ala above

the surface O atom. The chiral carbon–carboxyl group

bond is parallel to the a-direction (see figure 1 for the

definition of the a and b surface lattice vectors). We then

generated other configurations by performing translations

and rotations around the surface normal for both

orientations. We performed three translations from site

1: the first is a 1/4 unit cell translation in the b-direction

(labeled site 2), the second is a 1/2 unit cell translation in

the a-direction (labeled site 3), and finally translations in

both a- and b-directions (labeled site 4). We also

performed a 1808 rotation of the molecule at each of the

sites. We will refer to the different configurations as

follows. O
up
i refers to a configuration with Ala in the up

orientation located at site i, while RO
up
i the same

configuration but with the rotation operation. Similar

configurations are generated using the down configuration

and denoted Odown
i and ROdown

i .

The above procedure yields 16 unique configurations

for a single enantiomer of Ala. The relaxation to a local

minimum can be computationally time consuming due to

a wide range of intramolecular, intracrystalline, and

crystal–molecule interactions in this system. We have also

tested the effect of small displacements in the initial

configurations and found that it greatly reduces the

computational cost of the calculations if the configuration

is moved to allow an initial CasurfZOAla distance of 2.3 Å,

which is approximately that found in bulk calcite and

other minerals with CaZO bonds [44]. Some of the initial

configurations are not at stable sites (this occurs mainly if

the oxygen atoms from the molecule are brought into close

proximity with oxygen atoms on the surface) and we

terminate a minimization if the surface is greatly distorted.

It is impossible to absolutely rule out that a relevant

minimum is not identified by our search, but our procedure

brings all the different combinations of atoms on the

molecule to the surface atoms.
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The various initial configurations are relaxed to obtain a

range of local minima. The binding energy for the D

enantiomer, UD
i , can be defined by

UD
i ¼ ðEAla þ EslabÞ2 EAla–slab;i ð1Þ

where EAla is the energy of the isolated Ala molecule (both

enantiomers have the same energy), Eslab is the energy of

the relaxed CaCO3ð21�31Þ slab, and EAla – slab,i is the energy

of the local minima, i, for the amino acid on the calcite

surface. A similar equation holds for the L enantiomer

ðUL
i Þ. We stress that the binding energy should not be

taken as an observable adsorption energy in either gas-

phase or solvent experiments. The exact Ala structure that

would be adsorbed in a gas-phase experiment is not known

and, for experiments involving a solution, the isolated Ala

is not the proper reference energy. Nevertheless, the

adsorption energy does give the relative importance of

different minima to the adsorption behaviour of the amino

acid on the surface. The parameter we are more interested

in, and which can be defined uniquely, is the difference in

binding energy of the global minimum between the two

enantiomers, i.e. the enantiospecific binding energy

ðDUoÞ, defined by

DUo ¼ UD
o 2 UL

o ¼ ED
Ala2slab;o 2 EL

Ala2slab;o ð2Þ

where the o subscript indicates the global (or the most

stable) minima that we find for each enantiomer. If DUo is

positive then the L-Ala will be preferentially bound on the

calciteð21�31Þ surface. While we have estimated errors of

2.3 kcal/mol (0.1 eV) in the total energies found in

equations (1) and (2), we can discuss enantiospecific

binding energies that are much smaller (,0.5 kcal/mol)

since there is a cancellation of systematic errors in

applying equation (2) [16].

3. Results and discussion

The different initial configurations described in section 2

were minimized to find local minima for D-Ala. Table 1

shows the energies for the stable minima for D-Ala that we

were able to identify in our search. A few of the sites

resulted in major distortion of the CO3 groups on the

surface and did not minimize to a stable site (labeled

unstable in table 1). For both orientations we find that the

O1 site is the most stable. For the up orientation the O1 site

is 10 kcal/mol more stable than the second most stable

minima at the O2 site and for the down orientation the O1

site is at least 13 kcal/mol more stable than any other site.

We have applied several mirror operations on the two

stable configurations (O
up
1 and Odown

1 ) of D-Ala to generate

L-Ala configurations, which are then minimized. This

procedure allows us to examine the most likely stable sites

for L-Ala without having to perform the exhaustive search

that we have done for D-Ala. We have confirmed with a

few test calculations that the other sites do not produce

more stable sites for L-Ala. Below we discuss the

energetics and geometry of D- and L-Ala adsorbed on the

O
up
1 and Odown

1 sites.

For the O
up
1 site we find a stable minimum for L-Ala of

43.6 kcal/mol. This results in an enantiospecific binding

energy, DUo, of 20.8 kcal/mol for Ala in the up

orientation. For the Odown
1 site we find a stable minimum

for L-Ala of 47.2 kcal/mol, which gives an enantiospecific

binding energy, DUo, of þ0.8 kcal/mol for Ala in the

down orientation. Both these values for enantiospecific

binding are substantially smaller than observed by

Sljivancanin et al. [16] and Bhatia and Sholl [17] for

chemisorption on chiral metal surfaces, and are on the

order of the observed values for physisorption on chiral

metal surfaces.

Figure 2(a),(b) shows the side and top view of the most

stable configuration ðO
up
1 Þ for both enantiomers of Ala in

the up orientation. The parameters describing the structure

of D- and L-Ala adsorbed on this site along with the same

values for isolated Ala are shown in table 2. Some relevant

bond distances between the amino acid and the calcite

surface are also included in table 2. Examining figure 2(a),

we observe very little difference of the calciteð21�31Þ

surface between the two enantiomers. In particular the

calcite surface appears to undergo the same type of

relaxation with both enantiomers of Ala. This result implies

that the surface “sees” no difference between the two

enantiomers of Ala—a result that can be confirmed by

examining the structure of the amino acid upon adsorption.

From table 2 we observe that the bond distances of D- and L-

Ala show negligible differences. The main difference

between the bond distances found in free and bound Ala is

in the carboxyl group. Upon adsorption the CvO bond is

very slightly weakened (CvO distance increases from 1.22

to 1.24 Å) and the CZOH bond is strengthened (CZOH

distance decreases from 1.35 to 1.31 Å) for both

enantiomers. The change in the carboxyl group is due to

the new interaction between the O atom of the amino acid

with Ca atom on the surface. The bond angles show more

variability than the bond distances, which indicates that

there is some distortion of the molecule due to the

interactions with the surface. Figure 2(b) shows the top

view of the same minima as in figure 2(a). The dashed line

in figure 2(b) represents the approximate mirror relating the

two enantiomers of Ala. Table 2 shows that the CaZOAla

and distance and orientation are very similar in both

Table 1. Identified adsorption minima (kcal/mol) from different starting
configurations for D-alanine on the calciteð21�31Þ surface. See text for

explanation of the configuration notation.

Configuration Orientation up Orientation down

O1 42.1 48.0
O2 32.50 23.3
O3 Unstable 25.5
O4 Unstable 19.8
RO1 19.5 16.6
RO2 8.1 Unstable
RO3 24.8 22.5
RO4 Unstable Unstable
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enantiomers. The distance between an H atom of the chiral C

and a surface O atom (OsurfZHAA(C*)) is different for the

two enantiomers, but this difference has little effect on the

energy since the distance is over 2 Å for both enantiomers.

The methyl and amino group are obviously at different

locations for the two enantiomers and the L-enantiomer

brings a H on the NH2 group close to a surface O atom

(OsurfZHAA(NH2) in table 2 is 2.10 Å). The interaction of the

methyl and amino groups with the surface is weak due to the

relatively long distance, as can be seen by examining figure

2(a) and by the negligible change in bond lengths associated

with these groups. The above observations match with the

small energy differences observed between the two

enantiomers adsorbed in the O
up
1 site. The main point of

interaction for both enantiomers is between the surface Ca

atom and the O atom from the carboxyl group.

Figure 3(a),(b) and table 3 provide the same information

as figure 2(a),(b) and table 2 but for Ala in the configuration

Odown
1 , where the methyl and amino groups are pointing

towards the surface. Examining figure 3(a), we observe that

the calcite surface shows slightly different relaxation,

dependent on the adsorbed enantiomer. In particular, the

top most row of Ca atoms shows more rumpling when the L-

enantiomer is adsorbed. The rotation of the CO3 group

directly under the Ala molecule is very similar for both

enantiomers. The top view shown in figure 3(b) illustrates

some of the differences between the two enantiomers

adsorbed on this site. On the one hand, for the D-enantiomer

the protanated O atom interacts with the Ca atom and the

amino group is near the surface O atom, while for the L-

eantiomer the Ca atom interacts with the non-protonated O

atom and the methyl group is near the surface O atom.

These differences between the two enantiomers are not

sufficient to induce a large difference in adsorption energy,

because the dominant interaction is still between the Ca

surface atom and the O atom of the carboxyl group on Ala.

Figure 2. (a) Side and (b) top view of the most stable local minimum ðO
up
1 Þ found for both enantiomers of Ala in the up orientation on calciteð21�31Þ. The

atom color is coordinated between the top and side views. The dashed line in the top view represents the mirror plane relating the two enantiomers
(colour in online version).

Table 2. Structural details for D- and L-alanine adsorbed on the O
up
1 site.

D-Ala is favored by 0.8 kcal/mol for this site. Structural parameters for
isolated Ala are provided for reference. Bond distances greater than 2.5 Å

are not shown.

D-Ala ðO
up
1 Þ L-Ala ðO

up
1 Þ Ala (isolated)

Bond distances (Å)

CvO 1.24 1.25 1.22
CZOH 1.31 1.31 1.34
OZH 1.04 1.05 1.01
CZC 1.53 1.53 1.54
C1ZH 1.10 1.10 1.10
NZH 1.02 1.02 1.02
CZN 1.47 1.47 1.47

Bond angles (degrees)

OvCZO 122.7 122.1 123.8
CZCvO 124.1 124.4 123.0
CZCZOH 113.2 113.4 113.2
CZCZC 110.0 111.2 109.8
CZCZN 105.7 104.8 109.5

Distances (Å) between amino acid and calcite surface

OAAZCa 2.17 2.17 –
(C*)HAAZOsurf 2.34 2.46 –
(N)HAAZOsurf – 2.10 –
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Examining the structural data in table 3, we observe

again that the bond distances of the two enantiomers are

similar. Furthermore both enantiomers have bond

distances very similar to the unbound Ala molecule, but

again the bond angles are different indicating that the

molecule is slightly distorted due to the surface

interaction, but does not lose much strength in the

intramolecular bonds. The Ca–OAA distance is slightly

larger for the D-enantiomer than the L-enantiomer (2.18

versus 2.12 Å), indicating a slightly weaker CaZOAA

bond for the D-enantiomer. These observations indicate

that the L-enantiomer interactions with the surface are

slightly weaker than the D-enantiomer, leading to a small

enantiospecific affect favoring L-Ala for this configur-

ation. The interaction between the O surface groups and

amino versus methyl group is weak and not sufficiently

different to produce a larger enantiospecific affect. Once

again the observations for the Odown
1 configuration

reinforce the dominant role of the Ca–O interactions in

this system (figure 3).

Why does Ala show such poor enantiospecific behavior

on calciteð21�31Þ, especially when there are obvious strong

interactions between the molecule and the surface? As

noted by others [5,16] three points of interaction are

needed to show strong enantiospecificity. This condition is

not met in the Ala/calciteð21�31Þ system, mainly because

the Ala molecule is not large enough to form strong

interactions with three points of the calcite surface. In

particular on the calciteð21�31Þ surface, the O surface

atoms in the b-direction are separated by about 6 Å and the

same is true for the Ca atoms. The size of the Ala molecule

is approximately 3–4 Å depending on the dimension

chosen; therefore the molecule cannot span the Ca–Ca (or

OsurfZOsurf) distances. This size disparity is illustrated in

figure 4, where we show the Ala molecule on the surface

with a triangle to highlight three points on the calcite

Figure 3. (a) Side and (b) top view of the most stable local minimum ðOdown
1 Þ found for both enantiomers of Ala in the down orientation on

calciteð21�31Þ. The atom color is coordinated between the top and side views. The dashed line in the top view represents the mirror plane relating the two
enantiomers.

Table 3. Structural details for D- and L-Ala adsorbed on the Odown
1 site.

L-Ala is favored by 0.8 kcal/mol for this site. Structural parameters for
isolated Ala are provided for reference. Bond distances greater than 2.5 Å

are not shown.

D-Ala ðOdown
1 Þ L-Ala ðOdown

1 Þ Ala (isolated)

Bond distances (Å)

CvO 1.23 1.23 1.22
CZOH 1.34 1.34 1.34
OZH 1.08 1.04 1.01
CZC 1.53 1.53 1.54
CZH 1.10 1.10 1.10
NZH 1.02 1.02 1.02
CZN 1.49 1.47 1.47

Bond angles (degrees)

OvCZO 122.0 122.1 123.8
CZCvO 128.3 123.9 123.0
CZCZOH 109.7 114.0 113.2
CZCZC 115.7 111.8 109.8
CZCZN 103.2 106.5 109.5

Distances (Å) between amino acid and calcite surface

OAAZCa 2.18 2.12 –
(NH2)HAAZOsurf – – –
(CH3)HAAZOsurf – 2.40 –
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surface. The carboxyl group on Ala can interact with only

one of the Ca atoms on the surface, and only one of the

other groups can interact with the O atom on the surface.

Because of this disparity in the two systems, strong three-

point interactions are not possible. This result implies that

pH should not greatly effect the enantiospecific behavior

of the Ala molecule on calciteð21�31Þ. The main role of pH

will be to modify the functional groups on Ala by

protonation and deprotonation therefore modifying the

strength of particular mineral–molecule intermolecular

interactions, but will not introduce any new interactions to

induce a three-point complex.

Experimental work by Hazen et al. have shown

negligible enantiospecificity for Ala on calciteð21�31Þ

[45], which matches the prediction from out modeling.

Our analysis indicates that larger amino acids that can

potentially bridge the surface O and Ca atoms might show

stronger enantiospecificity. Furthermore, Ala on

calciteð21�31Þ may still show enantiospecific adsorption

if there are dominant interactions with steps or other

defects on the surface. As shown by Orme et al., Asp has

chiral interactions on the achiral calciteð10�11Þ surface due

to the presence of steps [26]. Teng et al. see strong

enantiospecific effects when calciteð10�11Þ is grown in the

presence of enantiopure Ala [46]. The results of Teng et al.

indicate that the steps on calciteð10�11Þ provide an

enantiospecific environment for Ala, likely due to the

more restricted geometry for the amino acid adsorbed on

step edges. Further studies of adsorption of Ala on growth

steps of calciteð21�31Þ will be needed to determine the role

of steps on the enantiospecific behavior of this system.

4. Conclusions

We have examined the adsorption of both enantiomers of

Ala on the chiral calciteð21�31Þ surface using DFT. We find

negligible differences in binding energy and structure for

the global minimum of the D- and L-Ala on the

calciteð21�31Þ surface. Other minima identified show

relatively weak enantiospecificity, as well. The source of

the weak enantiospecificity for this system is the size

disparity between the Ala molecule and the distances

between surface atoms on the calciteð21�31Þ surface. The

small Ala molecule cannot interact strongly with three

points on the surface, resulting in the weak enantiospe-

cificity observed. Our results indicate that larger amino

acids, such as Asp, may show stronger enantiospecificity,

and we are currently examining the adsorption of Asp on

calciteð21�31Þ to confirm this hypothesis. The prediction

based on our calculations of weak enantiospecificity for

Ala on calciteð21�31Þ is in qualitative agreement with the

experimental results of Hazen et al. [45]. This initial study

shows the promise of combining DFT calculations with

experimental work to enhance our understanding of amino

acid–mineral interactions.
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